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Overall, how satisfied are you with this session?
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Session content corresponded well to my goals for attending.



Always practical and excellent information from Mel.

Amazing presentation. I am so thankful to be able to watch all of these videos. They have been so helpful 

and inspiring!!

Awesome!  Thank you!

Comprehensive presentation with practical ideas in mind

Good encouragement and information for the start of the school year.

Good ideas

Great conversations and advice. 

Great content that provided a different way of thinking as we go back to school.

Comments



Great resources!  Thanks a bunch.

Great thoughts. Thanks for the encouragement!

Honesty with my students (upfront approach) will prepare them rather than stress them.

Normal routine of School and Summer way different than previous year; How are they feeling; emotionally, 

physically? Ready for learning or stressed and anxious? 

Some kids will be ready to physically run, and others mentally depleted. 

Brain breaks; how can we help our regular ed. teachers?

PE has the opportunity to PAVE the way; mental health, digital health, social health, nutrition, kids making I feel encouraged that I can be an important part of the students' re-entry into school. She helped me to 

think about how each child's summer could be different in many ways. Hopeful to meet their needs by 

being creative and not fearing failed tries!!! Looking forward to investigating the resources she shared. 

I love hearing from the different perspective! Thank you for sharing!

Great information!!!

Great overview of many ways to approach back to learning safely and effectively. I appreciate the sharing of 

effective resources and information sites. 

Great resources shared in all of the sessions I have watched.  I really hope INSHAPE will leave their 

resources available throughout the year and not just this week.  This would be  excellent to keep on the site 

as we move into this school year.  This particular session has a plethora of great resources!



she shared some comments about considering our students experiences more which helped and the idea of 

how we as physical educators can take a leadership role in school

I really enjoyed how she stated we need to reasses how we enter this school year. Ex. We usually ask how 

was your summer and name one thing you did. That question needs to be modified to ask how did this 

pandemic or event change your summer? or something like wise. From there building upon the classroom 

and concepts.

I thought she made some good points, I was hoping for a few more  concrete examples from her though. 

Love hearing through the lens of Mel how she teaches her students. Great tips and focus when teaching this 

fall. I will be checking out the resources 

Mel - reaffirmed what I think we are all feeling as PE Teachers - it's going to be different and that we need 

to be willing to take risks, try different ideas and be willing to fail as long as it was with best intentions for 

our students.  Thank you!

Routine video was awesome. Will pass on to my fellow teachers.

I really enjoyed listening to Mel!  She had some great points and ideas for physical education.

I thought Mel had some important key points in her dicussion especially in regards to collaboration with 

colleagues about the what, why, and how to start the school year. With all the uncertainties, 

communicatiing and collaborating with your PE staff will be very important. Learning to let go of feeling like 

you have to get through everything is also important to keep in perspective.



She was such a positive speaker.  Makes me excited to start this year off right.

Some really useful tips and possibilities! 

Thank you for sharing this information!

Thank you for the info

Thank you for this whole confererence. It  will help me ease back  into the new norm,.

thanks

Thank you so much for this! Great resources on the landing page. 

Thank you!



True motivation to stay positive, being realistic about failures and being kind to yourself.  Good stuff!

What a wonderful list of additional resources to check out!  Thanks for reminding us that we can and should 

be front and center as a resource for Wellness especially during this time of great change!

Thanks for the inspiration and resources. Wonderful presentation!!!

Thanks very much! Lots of encouragement and practical tips that made me even more excited to get back 

to school!

There were so many points that Mel brought up that got me thinking about the school year. I really liked 

her reminders about school choice in our classrooms, and I appreciated her resources, especially on inquiry.  

 With such a short amount of time, we need to get kids curious and to higher order thinking about our 

content and how it applies to their lives. 


